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ASE GLOBAL Driving profitability

The automotive industry is currently undergoing a period of unprecedented change,
demanding that dealers and manufacturers evolve their business models. Not only
are customer demands changing as they move increasingly online, the industry is also
adapting to four massive structural changes: namely the connected car, autonomous
vehicles, shared mobility and electric cars. At ASE Global we work with automotive
companies all around the world to help them understand and navigate these changes.
We provide the financial composite data and consulting experience to support OEMs and
dealerships as they evolve their business models to meet new needs. The Dealership of
the Future is going to be drastically different to the one we have today.
In the following pages our executive team offer perspectives on the challenges facing
manufacturers and dealers. We have some of the industry’s foremost experts on these
topics, who are working with OEMs and dealers to understand the impact of evolving
technologies to help them make more effective use of their customer data, while remaining
profitable. Please do read this snapshot of their perspectives and get in touch, as they are all
ready to offer insight, commentary and rapid response to news stories on these issues.
Mike Jones Chairman
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ASE GLOBAL In Numbers

ASE Global helps the world’s leading automotive companies
to drive profitability, accelerate performance and navigate change.

14

45

ASE offices spanning the
globe, housing a team of
280 analysts and consultants
supported by developers
and programmers.

years as an industry leader, providing
data-driven insight, solutions and
specialist software to automotive
companies, helping them to maximise
profitability and minimise risk

66

17,000

countries in which ASE
works, with all major
manufacturers, finance
houses and thousands of
automotive dealers

automotive dealers benefiting
from ASE’s industry-leading
profitability data and solutions
every month
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The ASE Global Network
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1. ASE Australia & New Zealand

8. ASE Italy

2. ASE Austria

9. ASE North America

3. ASE Belgium & Netherlands

10. ASE Poland

4. ASE China, Japan & Korea

11. ASE Portugal & South America

5. ASE France

12. ASE Russia & Middle East

6. ASE Germany & Switzerland

13. ASE United Kingdom & Ireland

7. ASE India

14. ASE Spain

The ASE Global Leadership Team

ASE’s position as an industry leader is founded on the strength of its
people, who are among the world’s top experts on subjects from dealer
finances and performance to profitability and digital transformation in
automotive. From founder Trevor Jones, who started the business in 1975,
to the executives of automotive software specialist Edentity, acquired
in 2015, ASE boasts a deep bench of expertise, experience and global
knowledge. The executive team comprises:
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Mike Jones

Rob Jones

Mike Fazal

Fritz Stiegler

Mark Fennelly

Trevor Jones

Chairman

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Commercial Officer

Head of Global Transformation

Head of Global
Consultancy Business

Founder
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In the future there are likely to be fewer
dealerships, and they need to become
attractive destinations that harness
technology such as VR to enhance the
car-buying experience, aiding the consumer
and adding value. Dealers need to think
of themselves not just as salespeople but
consultants, working with the customer
to help them understand their options
and find the right purchase.
Mike Jones Chairman
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Mike Jones Chairman
SPECIALIST AREA: DEALER PROFITABILITY

Mike Jones is Chairman of ASE Global, helping automotive
dealers and manufacturers around the world to drive
profitability and achieve operational excellence.
An expert on the global automotive industry and its changing
market forces, he helped oversee the merger that created
ASE Global in 2009, a business with a 45-year history that now
spans 14 international offices, serving thousands of clients
across 66 markets.
He is one of the industry’s leading experts on dealer
profitability and heads up ASE’s work to analyse retail
performance across a range of key markets. Mike speaks
regularly at events around the world on the industry
landscape, the Dealership of the Future and the opportunities
and challenges for retailers.

ISSUES AND NUMBERS

• The status-quo dealership model is becoming less profitable

–	Approximately 90% of new vehicle sales are made at a loss. A third of dealers
globally are loss-making.
–	The average US light-vehicle dealer reported an operating loss in 2018 for the
first time since records began in 2009: average 2017 profitability of $91,774
became an average loss of $13,338 in 20181

•	In the UK, dealer profitability has held up despite Brexit threats and
uncertainty

–	In March 2019, the average UK motor retailer improved performance yearon-year, making £118k in the month, a £5k improvement on March 2018.
1	
www.thetruthaboutcars.com/2019/04/dealer-check-up-reveals-widespread-profit-loss/
	

As well as profitability, he is expert on digital dealership
models, and how these are set to disrupt the automotive
retail landscape. His monthly snapshots of UK dealer
profitability can be found here.
An accountant by training, Mike began his career
working for PwC in both Manchester and Vancouver.
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It’s clear that a combination of consumer
preference, improving technology and
government regulation will grow the Electric
Vehicle market considerably in the coming
years. Retailers need to think about selling a
fundamentally different product in a different way.
The typical purchaser of an EV will not be the same
as a traditional car buyer: they care more about
technology and the environment, which means
sales teams need to be more focused on these
Rob Jones
issues,
and understand they are dealing
Chief Executive Officer
with a new category of customer.
Rob Jones Chief Executive Officer
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Rob Jones Chief Executive Officer
SPECIALIST AREA: PROFITABILITY AND OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

Rob Jones is CEO of ASE Global, advising automotive dealers

ISSUES AND NUMBERS

and manufacturers around the world on profitability and
operational excellence.

The long-term trend towards a world with fewer vehicles in it

Since joining the business in 2003, he has led the growth

–	By 2030, Europe’s vehicle inventory is expected to fall by over 25% and the US’s
by 22%. However, China’s could rise by 50%.1

of ASE’s global network and client base, now spanning
14 offices that serve thousands of customers in 66 markets.

–	From today until 2030, a third of car sales growth that would normally result
from urbanisation and economic growth will probably not happen as a result
of shared mobility.2

He has overseen key acquisitions for ASE, including
automotive software specialist Edentity in 2015.
Spending much of his time with ASE clients around the

The growth of Electric Vehicles

world, Rob is extensively networked in the global automotive

–	EV sales, which passed 1 million for the first time in 2017, could more than
quadruple to 4.5 million by next year, making up 5% of the global light vehicle
market.3

industry, and an expert on both the universal trends driving
change and how they impact dealers and OEMs differently
across markets.

–	Beijing alone is expected to account for 400,000 EV sales in 2020

He is one of the leading voices on how technology and

–	Between 2018 and 2023, the global EV market is expected to grow at a
CAGR of 22.3%

consumer preferences are disrupting the automotive industry,
and how businesses can evolve their models to thrive.
Rob trained as an accountant at Arthur Andersen, and has

eu-smartcities.eu/sites/default/files/2018-03/pwc-five-trends-transforming-the-automotive-industry.
	

also worked at IBM.

	
 www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/how-shared-mobility-will-change-

1	

compressed.pdf

2	

the-automotive-industry

	

www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/the-global-electric-vehicle-marketis-amped-up-and-on-the-rise

3	
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Fritz Stiegler Head of Global Transformation
SPECIALIST AREA: TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
Fritz Stiegler leads on digital transformation for ASE Global, working
across the group and with clients to promote innovation.
As MD of Edentity, he led the business into its acquisition by ASE, and
has helped manage the integration of its software solutions into ASE’s
global network of offices and customers. He oversees operations
and client delivery across the group’s 14 offices, as well as
focusing on internal culture and digital excellence.
Fritz is an expert on automotive software, data services and
innovation culture, and has delivered global work for brands
including BMW, Toyota and Skoda.
A former entrepreneur, he previously worked in financial
services and sports marketing.
ISSUES AND NUMBERS

 he vast increase of available data for automakers to collect,
T
analyse and ultimately monetise
–	By 2030, the value of vehicle data could be worth as much as $750bn.1
By this point, the data may be worth more than the vehicle.
–	By 2030, it is estimated that half of the world’s vehicles will be
insured with telematics.2
 he increasing role of AI in global data services: use cases including
T
stock optimisation and lead management.
–	Last year, AI spending in the US automotive industry increased by over 78%.3
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/monetizing-car-data
	
1	

	
 https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/breaking-news/50-of-worlds-vehicles-to-be2	

insured-with-telematics-by-2030-68705.aspx
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https://www.apnews.com/Business%20Wire/79d0e5ff6a7f4a709aa770b58c008fa1

3	

The race has started for OEMs to establish
themselves as forward thinking technology
companies. The key near-term opportunity for
OEMs is to invest in an effective infrastructure to
monetize data: one with an iterative interface and
strong capabilities in visualisation and targeted
analytics – all supported by best-in-class security
and compliance. Only by putting data at the heart
of their organizations will automotive companies
succeed in learning more about their
customers and get ready for the
accelerating pace of change.
Fritz Stiegler Head of Digital Solutions

Mike Fazal
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER
Mike Fazal is Chief Commercial Officer of ASE Global,
responsible for business development and designing
customer solutions.
Leading responses to global tenders, to managing
performance across 14 global offices, Mike’s role is to
ensure that ASE delivers for every customer: helping
them to drive performance and accelerate profitability.
Working globally, he also has a key role in sharing
innovations and best practice across the ASE network.
He joined the business in 2009, with the remit of
expanding ASE’s international network and setting up
new offices in markets including Russia and China. As
CCO, he has secured major tenders with brands such as
Jaguar Land Rover and Ducati, and helped grow ASE’s
global customer base of dealers to over 17,000.
He is a leading expert on how customers can use data
not just to record performance, but to enhance it through
better global data services and risk mitigation.
An accountant by training, Mike has previously
held senior finance and leadership roles in the
telecommunications and healthcare industries.
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Dealers and dealer networks need to
focus on things within their reach. The holy
trinity is used car sales, cost base, and sales
retention. Get these things right and you can
keep a motor retail business profitable even in a
climate of uncertainty. At the same time, dealers
must find new revenue drivers, as electric vehicles
may reduce service and after-sales revenue by as
much as two-thirds. Auto companies are also
going to become more like mobile phone
networks, so dealers must find new ways
to add value for a more empowered
and better informed customer.
Mark Fennelly Head of Global Consultancy Business
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Mark Fennelly Head of Global Consulting
SPECIALIST AREA: GLOBAL DEALER STRATEGIES

Mark Fennelly leads ASE Global’s consultancy business,

ISSUES AND NUMBERS

working with OEMs, dealer networks and individual
dealerships to drive volume, profitability and business
improvement.
He manages a team of almost 50 consultants, in all
operational areas from New and Used vehicle sales to
Aftersales including digital transformation and marketing.
His team works to identify customer problems and devises
programmes that deliver tangible impact. He has also led,
created and delivered manufacturer programmes across
EMEA, North America, Russia, India and China.

 he biggest challenge for dealers and dealer networks is the rapid
T
reduction in new car volume
–	UK new car registrations fell by 6.8% in 2018, according to the SMMT,
the second consecutive year of decline.1
–	Globally, the market recorded its first decline in sales since 2009, down by an
estimated 0.5%.2

	Profitability for automotive retailers increasingly lies in used cars,
after-sales and services

Mark has worked in the industry for almost four decades

–	Ratio of used to new cars sold is 1.48:1 in September 2018, compared to 1.3:1
in the year to September 2017.

holding senior leadership and management roles in

–	53% of the average US dealer’s gross profitability comes from services.3

dealerships and latterly as Operations Director for Johnsons
Cars UK.
From his strong relationships with major manufacturers to his
career-long experience in running and advising dealerships,
Mark has an unrivalled breadth of knowledge about what

	However, this may not be sustainable in a market increasingly dominated by
electric vehicles

–	An EV has on average 40% fewer moving parts than a vehicle with a
combustion engine.

it takes to make motor retail work at both the group and

www.smmt.co.uk/2019/01/fall-in-new-car-market-wake-up-call-to-policy-makers-as-environmental	

individual dealer level.

	
 www.ase-global.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Mike-Jones-Review-of-2018-Profitability-and-Trends.pdf

1	

goals-at-risk/

2
3

	

DealerSocket
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Brands ASE Global works with
Working closely with automotive businesses both large and small, across
developed and emerging markets, ASE has a unique perspective on the trends
accelerating change and driving profitability in the automotive industry.
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The pace of change in the automotive industry today is faster than at any time I have
experienced since founding ASE Global 45 years ago. However, we have had very
uncertain times before; the causes of the turbulence are always different, but the
sector is very resilient. The survivors always go back to basics. Understanding the
customer should be the first priority for every manufacturer and dealer. The good
news is that there is more customer data today than at any time, but interpreting
the nuances for your global business is not easy. We have made our name helping
companies navigate such change and accelerate global growth. Understand your
customer and you can survive and thrive.
Trevor Jones Founder
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BRAND AND COMMUNICATIONS
Mark Junner
ASE Global
T: +44 161 493 1930
E: Mark.Junner@ase-global.com
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ASE Global
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